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Level Descriptors 
  
Novice Mid 
  
Speakers at the Novice-Mid level can communicate minimally by using isolated words and 
memorized phrases. Novice mid-level speakers are able to talk about common topics such as 
contextual greetings, family, weather, food with limited words. 
  
They respond to direct questions with one or two words or stock answers. For example, when 
asked about how many family members she has, and where she lives ၇ ေယာက် [7 people] 

ချီကာဂုိ [Chicago]. When asked about favorite food, speaker use one word answers such as 

မုန ့ဟ်ငး်ခါး၊[Mohinga]  လက်ဖက်သပ်ု[Tea leaf salad] ၊ ထမငး်ေကျာ[် fried rice]. 

  
Speakers can use kinship terms such as အေဖ[ father] ၊ အေမ[mother] ၊ အကိ[ုelder brother] ၊ 

အမ[elder sister] ၊ ညီမ[younger sister]. Speakers are able to name familiar objects such as စာအုပ် 

[book] ၊ ထးီ [umbrella] ၊ ဖိနပ်[shoes]. Speakers are able to use numbers. 

  
They occasionally attempt use simple sentences, for example,  စာ�ကည့်တိကု်သာွးတယ်။ [I went 

to the library.] They often fall back to using English words when they lack specific vocabularies. 
  
They are also able can express difficulty in communication: ထပ်ေြပာပါ။ [Could you say that 

again?] နားမလည်ဘးူ၊ [I don’t understand]. Long pauses and hesitations are frequent. 

  
Novice High 
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Speakers at the Novice High level may engage in a range of Intermediate communicative 
exchanges; however, their performance at the Intermediate level is unsustainable. They are able 
to produce strings of discrete sentences though some of their sentences with inaccurate grammar. 
  
They can use language to convey information related to self and immediate 
environment (family, hobby, travelling, daily routine) while using mostly formulaic and 
memorized phrases, simple sentences. 
  
For example, when asked about their sister, the participant is able to answer the questions, using 
simple sentences. အမ တစ်ေယာက်�ိှတယ်။ အမ နာမယ် ကေလာဒ်ယီာပါ။ ဘိဂုိုတာမှာေနတယ်။ I 
have one elder sister. My elder sister’s name is Claudia. (She) lives in Bogota. Daily routine: 
မနက် ေလက့ျင့ခ်နး်လုပ်တယ်။ ေကာဖီ် ေသာက်တယ်။ လမ်းေလ�ာက် သာွးတယ်။. Morning, I do 

exercises. I drink coffee. I walk. 
  
They can use basic kinship terms such as အေဖ[ father] ၊ အေမ[mother] ၊ အကို[elder brother] ၊ 

အမ[elder sister] ၊ ညီမ[younger sister] and basic verbs: ေန [live]၊ စား [eat]၊ သာွး [go]၊ �ကိုက် 

[like]၊ အလုပ်လုပ် [work] and terms related to food and free times activities.   

  
They function best when discussing common daily topics and are able to respond to simple, 
direct questions. They tend to repeat, rephrase, and clarify the interlocutor’s utterances in their 
responses. For example, သတငး် ဆိတုာ ဘာလဲ။ What is news?  ထပ်ေြပာပါ Can you say that 

again? 
  
Speakers at this level frequently use simple phrases and sentences as well as 
incomplete [and inaccurate] sentences, e.g., အေဖ ေဟာ်လနက် …..တေယာက်ပါ လာပါတယ်။ 

[Father one come from Holland.] �ကက်သား ေလက့ျင့ခ်နး် လုပ်တာ၊ စကီစီးတာ အလံုးစုံ စကား 

အလံုးစုံ ဝါသနာပါတယ။် [I like doing muscle exercise, skiing and all all speaking.] Some 

common mistakes are using literary forms/ words instead of conversational. Incomplete sentence 
such as များများ�ကည့် [watch a lot.] 

  
Speakers at this level may be able to use the sentence ending marker appropriately but not 
consistently.  
For example, အဂင်္ ါေန ့တယ်။ [I like it the most.  မနက်က ြပတိုက် ေတွ�မယ်[ I will meet Museum 

in the morning.] အစားအစာ ချို �ကိုက်တယ်။ [I like food sweet.] 

 
 
 
Intermediate Mid 
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Intermediate Mid speakers can successfully create with the target language in order to engage in 
simple communicative interactions.  
 
Conversation is restricted to some concrete exchanges & predictable topics necessary for 
survival in the Target-language culture (eg. Self, family, home, daily activities, interest &  
personal preferences; physical & social needs, food, shopping, travel, lodging, etc.) 

  
For example: အားလပ်တဲခ့ျိနမှ်ာ သငူယ်ချငး်နဲ ့ေလ�ာက်သာွးတယ်။ �ပီးေတာ ့ယူကလီးလီး တီးတယ်။ 

�ပီးေတာ ့သခီျငး်နားေထာငတ်ယ်။ [In my free time, I go out with my friend. And, I play Ukulele. 

And, I listen to music.] oh ok. အခု ကျမရဲအ့မ်ိက �ကီးတယ်။ကျမက Staten Islandမှာ ေနတယ်။ 

အမ်ိနဲ ့ဘတူာ�ုံသပ်ိမေဝးဘးူ။ oh ကျမထငတ်ာ လမ်းေလ�ာက်ရင ်၃ မိနစ်�ကာတယ်။ ကျမရဲ ့ အမ်ိမှာ 

အြပငမှ်ာအေနာက် အြပငမှ်ာ ေရကူး …�ိှတယ်။ 

[The current house is big. I live in Staten Island. It is not far from the station. Oh I think it is 3 
 minute walk from the station. Outside my house, outside back there is swimming…] 
  
  
They are able to answer direct questions and requests information such as ask directions, prices, 
services.  For example: ဒါေပမယ့ ်�ာွး�ို ့ မထည့်ပါနဲ။့ ကျမရဲ ့ ဗုိက်နဲ ့ �ာွး�ို ့ မေကာငး်ဘးူ။ [Please don’t 

put milk in it.  I am not good with milk.] 
  
They demonstrate difficulty using communicative strategies. For example:  using English words 
instead of paraphrasing ကျမ ေရ�တိဂုံဘရုား သာွးတဲ ့အချိနမှ်ာ ေရ�တိဂုံဘရုား က under construction 

ပါ။ under construction ြဖစ်လို ့ ဓါတ်ပုံမှာ သပ်ိမလဘှးူ။ [As Shwedagon pagoda is under 

construction. it is not beautiful in picture. Oh actually. I don’t know how to say it. Never mind. 
We went to jade pagoda.] 
  
  
They are able to make self-corrections: Ar well ၂ ရက် ah wait လွနခ်ဲ့တဲ ့၂ ရက်က [Ar well 2 day 

ah wait 2 days ago]. When they lack certain words, they go back to English. 
  
  
  
Intermediate High 
  
  
Intermediate High speakers can confidently create with the target language, making simple 
communicative interactions easy. These exchanges may include topics relating to work, 
education, leisure, and personal interest or expertise. 
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They are able to handle a substantial number of tasks at Advanced level, but unable to do all at 
all times. 
  
They have the emerging ability to narrate and describe using connected discourse of paragraph 
length. 
 
For example: ပထမ ြမနမ်ာလူမျိုး ြမနမ်ာလူေတ ွသပ်ိသေဘာေကာငး်တယ်။ သတူို ့ �ိငုင်ြံခားလူေတွကိ ု

အရမ်း�ကိုက်တယ်။ စကားေြပာတာ �ကိုက်တယ်။ ဘာြဖစ်လိုလဲဆိေုတာ ့အရငက် ြမနမ်ာကိ ု

တြခား�ိငုင်ကံို ခရီးသာွးတာ နည်းနည်းခက်တယ်။ �ပီးေတာ ့ဒြီမနမ်ာအစားအစာ 

အဆငေ်ြပတယ်။ လမ်းေပါ်မှာ စားေသာက်ဆိငုေ်တွမှာ အမ်ိေတွမှာ စားတာေတ ွ

သပ်ိေကာငး်တယ်။ အဆငမ်ေကာငး်တဲ ့ပစည်းေတကွ အရငက် ဖုနး်ဆက်တာ မလွယ်ဘးူ။ 

မုိဘိငုး်ဖုနး် မ�ိှေသးဘးူ။ ဆိငုေ်တွမှာ ဖုနး်�ိှတယ်။ ဒါေပမယ့် လိုငး်မေကာငး်ဘးူ။ အငတ်ာနတ်က 

အငတ်ာနတ် ကေဖးမှာ သာွးရတယ်။ အားလံုး ဝုိငဖုိ်င ်မသံးုဘးူ။ မသံးုေသးဘးူ။ 

�ပီးေတာ ့�ိငုင်ြံခားလူေတကွို ဟိုတယ်မှာ အပ်ိရတယ်။ လွတ်လပ်ေရး မ�ိှေသးဘးူ။ အစုိးရ 

လက်�ိှ တိုးရစ်ကို �ကည့လ်ိုက်တယ်။ အခုလယွ်လပ်ေရး ပုိ�ိှတယ်။ 
 
“First, Myanmar people are very good-natured. They like foreign people. They like 
speaking. Because, it is very difficult to Myanmar to travel foreign. 
And, Burmese food is very convenient. Eating on the street, the restaurant, at house is 
good. The bad thing is that it is not easy to call in the past. There was no mobile phone 
yet. There are payphone services. But, the connection is not good. For internet, we had to 
go at internet café. People do not use Wi-Fi. Not yet. And, foreigners have to sleep at hotels. 
There wasn’t much freedom. Current government looked at tourists. Now, there is more 
freedom.” 
  
They can incorporate some communicative strategies such as asking for clarification and self- 
repair, for example, ဒေီမးခွနး်နားမလည်ဘးူ။ တြခားစကားလံုးေတွ သံးု�ိငုသ်လား။ [I don’t 

understand the question. Can you use other words?] 
  
They are able to use such transition words as ဒါေပမယ့[်but]၊ �ပီးေတာ[့and]၊ ဒါေ�ကာင့[်so] 

and adverbs: နည်းနည်း Little,  အများ�ကးီ a lot, အရမ်း very. They are able to use a greater variety 

of verbal affixes such as �ိငု၊် ဖူး၊ ချင.် They are able to make comparison. ပုိလွယ်တယ်။ စီးပွားေရး 

ပုိေကာငး်တယ်။ For example, [It is easier. The business is better.] 

  
  
 
Advanced Low 
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Advanced Low (AL) speakers can engage in a wider range of communicative contexts. AL 
speakers can converse on topics like education, work, home, recreation, current events, and some 
topics of public or communal interest. The majority of these conversations for AL speakers are 
informal, although formal exchanges are occasionally possible.  
 

● For example, “အာရီဇုိးနား State တက�သိလု ်သပ်ိမတူဘးူ။ အာ စာသငတ်နး် အွနလ်ိုငး်ြဖစ်တာ 

ြဖစ်တာ�ကာ�ပီ။ ဒလီိုဆိ ုအခု အခုကိုးဗစ်၁၉ြဖစ်လို ့ စာသငတ်နး်အကနု ်အွနလ်ိငုး်ြဖစ်သာွး�ပီ။” 

[Arizona State University isn’t quite the same. Ah...it has been a while since the 
classrooms are... are online. Now because of Covid19, all the classrooms have become 
online.] (ChitMin - page 9) 
 

They can maintain a conversation at a paragraph level. 
 

● For example, “-ဪ...ဟုတ်ကဲ။့ အေရး�ကးီတယ။် သတူို ့ အသငး် ေကျာ်သအူသငး် 

..လူ...လတူိုငး် ...ဟိုဟာ.. လူမျိုးဘာသာ မကွာ မကွာလို ကူညီေပးတယ်။ လူတိငုး် 

ကူညီေပးတယ်။ အာ...ဒလီိုဆိရုင ်ေကာငး်တာ အများ�ကီးလုပ်တယ်။ အာ... ဥပမာ 

ေကျာ်သနူာေရးကူညီမ� အသငး် ြမနမ်ာြပည်မှာ အေရးအ�ကီးဆံးု... အေရး�ကီးတယ်။ 

ဘာြဖစ်လိုဆ့ိရုင ်မ�ိှလို ့ သတူို ့ သပ်ိမ�ိှလို ့ ရနက်ုနြ်ပည် ရနက်နု�်မို� မှာ နာေရးကိစ�...နာေရးကိစ� 

ဒကု�ေရာက်တယ်။ ဥပမာ အခု..အခု ကိုးဗစ်19 ြဖစ်ေနတာ...ြဖစ်ေနတာ လူအများ�ကီး 

အြပငထ်ကွ်လို ့ အြပင ်ထကွ်လို ့...အဆငမ်ေြပဘးူ။ အဆငသ်ပ်ိမေြပဘးူ။ ဒါေပမ့ဲ သတူို ့ 

အြပငထ်ကွ်ရတယ်။ အြပငက်ိုမထကွ်လို ့ နာေရးကိစ� ဒကု�ေရာက်တယ်။ နာေရးတခု သတူို ့ 

....clinic…ေဆးခနး် ေဆးခနး်လဲ�ိှတယ်။ မီးသတ်အဖဲွ�လဲ �ိှတယ်။ စာသငတ်နး်လဲ �ိှတယ်။ 

Ambulance လဲ �ိှတယ်။ အများ�ကီး ပရဟတိ လုပ်တယ်။”  

[Oh.. ok. It’s important. Their organization, Kyawthu’s organization…help 
people…everyone..um..like their ethnicity and religion are not different. They help 
everyone. Ah… so then, they are doing many good things. Ah..for example, Kyawthu’s 
funeral service organization is the most important….it’s important. The reason is, if not 
exist if they don’t exist, the Yangon state, in Yangon city, the funeral matter…the funeral 
matter gets in trouble. For example, now…now since covid 19 is occurring…. occurring, 
it’s not convenient for a lot of people to go out…to go out. Since they are not going out, 
the funeral service is not convenient. Not very convenient. But they have to go out. If 
they don’t go out, the funeral matters are in trouble. Funeral one… they also have 
clinic… clinic. Clinic. They also have a firefighting team. They also have class. They also 
have an ambulance. They do self-less act many.] 
 

They can demonstrate the ability to narrate and describe in the major time frames of past, 
present, and future in paragraph-length discourse. Since Burmese doesn’t have a designated past 
tense for verb, it is usually paired with a past time indicator.  
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● For example, “�ပီးခဲ့တဲတ့�စ်ှက တည �စ်ှည ေကျာသ်အူသငး်မှာ ေနတယ်”။ [Last year, I stay 

one or two nights at Kyaw Thu's organization.] (ChitMin - page 14) 
 
Their speech is typically marked by grammatical roughness and their vocabulary lacks 
specificity.  

● For example, “သပ်ိမကွာဘးူ။ နည်းနည်းကွာတယ်။ ဥပမာေြပာ ေြပာတယ်ေနာ။်” [It’s not 

very different. A little different. I say example.] (ChitMin - pg 5) This sentence lacks a 
future marker. 

● Their dominant language may be evident in the use of false cognates, literal translations, 
but they can also use communicative strategies such as rephrasing and circumlocution.  

● For example, “သတူိုအ့သငး်... လူမျိုးဘာသာမကာွ မကွာလို ကူညီေပးတယ်။ 

လူတိုငး်ကူညီေပးတယ်။” [Their organization… help like no different in race and religion. 

They help everybody.] (ChitMin - pg 13) Here, we can see that he was able to rephrase 
the sentence to get the message across.  

 
The speakers of this level can convey their message without misrepresentation or confusion. 
They can be understood by native speakers unaccustomed to dealing with non-natives, though 
this may require some repetition or restatement. 
 
 
Advanced Mid 
 
Advanced Mid (AM) speakers can confidently engage in a diverse, broad range of 
communicative contexts. AM speakers can converse on topics like education, work, home, 
recreation, current events, and topics of public or communal interest. The majority of these 
conversations for AL speakers are still informal, although formal exchanges are possible. 
  
 

● For example, the speaker can describe in detail about how she got interested in Burmese 
travel literature. “တကယ်ေတာ ့အစမှာအရငတ်ုနး်က ထိငုး်စာေပမှာ 

အဒဲေီခါငး်စဉ်နဲေ့လလ့ာဖူးတယ်။ အဒဲါေပမ့ဲ ဟိုအချိနမှ်ာ ြမနမ်ာစာလဲစသငလ်ို ့ ေနာက်မှ 

ြမနမ်ာစာလ ဲဘွဲ�ရေအာင ်အဒဲါေ�ကာင် ့အဒဲေီခါငး်စဉ် အဒဲစီာတမ်းကို ရပ်ထား�ပီးေတာ ့ြမနမ်ာစာ 

ေသေသချာချာရေအာင ်သာွးေလလ့ာပါတယ်။ အဒဲအီချိနမှ်ာ အခငွ်ရ့လို ့ အဒဲခီရီးသာွးနဲ ့ 

ပတ်သက်တဲ ့ေခါငး်စဉ်ကို စိတ်ဝငစ်ားေသးလို ့ ဆက်�ပီးေတာေ့လလ့ာချငပ်ါတယ်။……” 

[Actually, in the beginning, I studied this topic in Thai literature, previously. But at that 
time, since I started learning Burmese, later, in order to get a degree in Burmese as well,  
I stopped (pursuing) that topic for the thesis and went on to study Burmese in order to be 
more proficient (in Burmese). At that time, because I got a chance…... because I was still 
interested in the topic that was related to traveling, I wanted to continue studying…...] 
(Khae - pg 4) (“Added words” for better translation for non-Burmese speakers) 
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They can narrate and describe the past, present, and future by providing a full account, with good 
control of aspect. For Burmese, the past tenses are indicated by the time descriptions such as: 
လုပ်ခါစက [When I first started], အဒဲေီနာက်မှာ [After that], အဒဲအီချိနမှ်ာ [At that time] (Khae).  

 
The narrations tend to be combined and interwoven to relate relevant and supporting facts in 
connected, paragraph-length discourse.  
 

● For example, for future narrations about her trip plan, the speaker would say something 
like: “ြမနမ်ာသငူယ်ချငး်နဲ ့ ဟိုဟာေဆးွေ�းွရမယ် ဘယ်ေနရာေတကွို သာွး�ိငုသ်လဲဆိတုာ။ 

အတူတူမသာွး�ိငုရ်င ်ကျမ တေယာက်ထသဲာွးမယ်။ ဘတ်စကားစီး�ိငုရ်င ်ဘတစ်ကားခရီးစဉ် 

စီစဉ်�ိငုရ်င ်စီစဉ်မယ်။ ဒါမှမဟုတ ်မီးရထားလဲ ဟို စီး�ကည်ခ့ျငတ်ယ်။ ြမနမ်ာ�ိငုင်မီံးရထား 

မစီးရေသးပါဘးူ။” [I will have to um discuss with my Burmese friend about which places 

I can go. If (she/he) can’t go together, I will go alone. If I can ride a bus, if I can arrange a 
bus trip, I will. Either that or um I also want to try riding a train. I have not ridden 
Burmese train yet.] (Khae - pg 4,5) Here, it will be more suitable to if the speaker uses a 
different auxiliary verb “ဖူး” instead of “ရ.” 

 
They can handle linguistic challenges presented by a complication or unexpected turn of events 
that occur which they are familiar with easily.  
 

● For example, during the role play, when the speaker was told that her visa application 
was lost, the speaker adjusted language right away to persuasion: 
“ဘယ်လိုမျိုးလုပ်�ိငုမ်လဲ။ ကျမက ြပဿနာ နည်းနညး် �ိှပါတယ်။ ေလယာဉ်လက်မှတ်က 

ေနာက်၂ပတ် ခရီးစဉ်�ိှပါတယ။် ေလယာဉ်ခရီးစဉ်�ိှပါတယ်။ လက်မှတ်လဲဝယ�်ပီးသာွးပါ�ပီ။ 

အဒဲါေ�ကာင် ့ချက်ချငး်မြဖစ်�ိငုဘ်းူလား။” [What kind of thing/what other ways can I do? I 

have a little problem. The plane ticket has a trip plan in the next two weeks. There is a 
flight plan. I have also bought the ticket. That’s why, can it not be done right away? Can I 
not be able to get it, let say, next week?] (Khae - pg 7) 

 
The speakers at this level can perform level taks with substantial flow. Their vocabulary is fairly 
extensive although primarily generic in nature such as: �မို�လည ်(City Central) 

ေအးေအးေဆးေဆး (layback), except in the case of a particular are of specialization or interest 

such as ခရီးသာွးေဆာငး်ပါး (travel journal), and က�မ်းကျင ်(well-versed).  

 
While the guideline has indicated that the paragraph structure reflects more of their own 
language rather than that of the target language. However, it is impossible as a rater to know how 
the paragraph structure is influenced by the speaker’s native language if the rater doesn’t speak 
that language.  
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● For example, …ထိငုး်စာေပမှာ အခုေလာေလာဆယ် ခရီးသာွးစာေပ ပုိ�ပီးေတာ ့ေပါ်လာလို ့ 

အစမှာ ကျမက အအဲ ဲထိငုး်ခရီးသာွးစာေပပုိေပါ်လာလို ့ နည်းနည်းစဉ်းစားေနတာ 

ြမနမ်ာဘက်ေကာ ဘယ်လိမုျိုးြဖစ်ေနပါသလဲ။…. [In Thai’s literature, currently, since there 

are more travel literatures, at the beginning, I um because there are more Thai travel 
literatures, how are things going in Myanmar I was thinking a bit of…..] (Khae - pg 4). 
Here, there are some grammatical inaccuracies, but since the speaker’s native language is 
something other than English, it is hard to determine definitively.   

 
They are able to speak concretely, with much accuracy, clarity and precision. They can convey 
their intended message without misrepresentation or confusion. They are also readily understood 
by native speakers unaccustomed to dealing with non-natives.  


